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The 1874 inlnligration from the perspective of several wolllell call be illustrated 
by the diaries and rne~noirs of four Mennonite women. Althougth the wolnen were 
of different age groups and came from different families, there are colmnon themes 
in their accounts. And each reflected the larger fra~neworlc of gains and losses that 
all immi~rants ex~erienced. These wolnen had specific gains, that is, opportunites, 

~~elljllgi new podliiiric~, T ~ ~ Q J  also s h t ~ d  losses that included disap- 

pointments, difficulties, and struggles. 
Who were these four women? The first two wolnell were sisters, Margareta and 

Anna Jansen, daughters of the falllous Cornelius and Helena Jansen. They were 
born in 1849 and 1856, respectively, into the pro~ninent and cosinopolita~~ Berdyansk 
falllily credited with being at the vanguard of the 1874 elnigration fi-om South Rus- 
sia. The story of their father, Cornelius, the Inan who supposedly envisiolled and 
conl~nandeered the emigration, is told in the 1956 book, Exiled by the Czar.' 
Margareta and Anna were the first and fourth in the Jansen family of six children. 
Margareta began her diary in 1873 at the age of 24, while the family was staying in 
Berlin, Ontario. It ended at the time of her death in January 1875 in Pleasant Hill, 
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Iowa. Anna's diary entries begin when she is 18, also in Berlin, and conclude with 
her nlalriage in 1876 at age 20. By this time the Jansen family had settled in Beatrice, 
Nebraslca, and was becolning well established in sheep-raising business. 

Helena Penner, the third woman, also canle froill a well lulown and well-to-do 
family. Helena's fathel; Erdinan Penner, had already earned a reputation and consid- 
erable wealth managing the estate of a Russian noble. Like Jansen, Penner also 
played an important role in the 1874 emigration; he was delegated the task of lead- 
ing tile Bergthal Colony to Manitoba's East Reserve. Helena was bonl within the 
first few months of her parents' an-ival in Canada. Her fanlily lived in Winnipeg and 
at several other places in and around the East Reserve, while her father sought out 
business opportunities, until finally settling in what would become the town of 
Gretna. Helena eventually went on to become one of the first wolnen graduates of 
the University of Manitoba. 

Susanna Banman is different in the sense that she came froin a much less wealthy 
and less known family. She was born in the village of Altbergthal on the West 
Reserve in 1886, her parents having arrived in the East Reserve in 1874. She spent 
most of her life in southern Manitoba, inoving to Hague, Saslcatchewan, in the 
1950s. Her story is filled with much tragedy and struggle. 

Before looking at some of the themes that weave their way through the stories 
of these irnnligrant women, a word about the genre. The Jansen sisters wrote 
diaries; their stories are the day-by-day accounts of life as it unfolded in the 1870s, 
first in Ontario, then Iowa and finally Nebraslca. Helena Penner and Susanna 
Banman wrote lne~noirs or autobiographies much later in life. Even though there is 
much that we can learn fi.0111 both types of life-writing, there are some impostant 
distinctions. 

Diaries are written at the moment of occurrence; ~nenloirs are of necessity a 
reconstruction of the past. Diaries do not have the benefit of hindsight, of retro- 
spection, of analysis of the way things were, whereas memoirs do. Sonleone writing 
about her life at age seventy will have a very different sense of what was significant, 
than she did at age fifteen or twenty. Her interpretation of the past will be very much 
influenced by the present context in which she is writing. This is one of the reasons 
that, as Jeremy Popkin has pointed out, historians usually think that autobiography 
is the least convincing of all personal records.' 

A second i~nportant difference between diaries and ~ne~noirs  is the audience. A 
diary is generally intended for private use only, whereas a ~nenloir is usually meant 
for others, even if that is just a small family circle. Consequently, the content may be 
significantly different. Topics that would be be taboo in public or even family 
discourse, for example, may make their way into a dia~y; it is very unlikely that they 
will appear in a nlemoir. Anna Jansen, for instance, inakes several references to 
~nenstrual cramps and also to the morning sickness related to her sister-in-law's 
pregnancy. At one point, sister-in-law Gertrude's freqtient vonlitings cause Anna 
to declare vehelnently that if being married consists of vomiting, I would never get 
~narried.~ It is also likely that feelings will be expressed Inore honestly and intensely 
in a diary than a memoir. Suffice it to say, for these reasons, a diary may reveal 



significant experiences that a memoir may not. 
Four themes are apparent in the writings of these wolnen and each offers 

insights on the movement to and settlement in Canada. These four themes are: 
migration, death, gender and community. 

The Migration 

First, the migration itself. These woinen write little about the actual decision to 
migrate. The reasons for the move were not of primary concern to them. The only 
one who writes directly about her family's motivation for moving is Helena Penner. 
In many ways, she upholds the classic interpretation, that the reason for the nlove 
was to regain the privilege of military exemption that had been lost in R~~ssia.-' She 
takes pains to describe Anabaptist beginnings at  length, the 
Anabaptists'resistance to bearing anns, and her father's own comrnitlnent to paci- 
fism. At the same time she notes that in Russia father Erdinan slept with a loaded 
gun at his side to protect the family from thieves and prowlers. Also, while indicat- 
ing that the invitation of the Bergthal elders to her father to lead the colony to 
Canada could have been the call of God, she also alludes to her father's spirit of 
adventure. She writes about the invitation: 

Perhaps this was not just a coincidence, perhaps it was a call from 
above, perhaps it was a God-given corninand to them which they should 
obey. And, at any rate, America was not out of the world. Father could 
use his knowledge about banking and financial affairs and his 
coinparatively worldly experience. They could sell out, take the trip to 
America, travel about, look around, and perhaps they would like it so 
well that they would want to remain. And if they did not like it, well, 
they could always return, settle back in again, and live more happily 
than if they had passed up such an opport~nity.~ 

That the Penners contemplated a return to Russia if things did not work out as 
planned suggests that the military exemption issue was not as central as Helena 
may have thought. It sounds mnuch more like a case of an adventurous entrepre- 
neurial couple seizing an opportunity. 

The Jansen sisters were already young adults when their family came to North 
America in 1873 and were certainly old enough to have understood the reasons for 
the move. Yet, interestingly, their diaries inalte no mention of this. The larger issues 
behind the migration were not the concern of these young women, at least not a 
concern that would appear in their daily accounts of life. What is very significant in 
these diaries, however, are the feelings that they share about the move. 

Both Margareta and Anna express intense feelings of loneliness and homesick- 
ness for their relatives and friends and life in Berdyansk. This is a prominent theme 
that figures very strongly in the accounts, especially of the first year in North 
America. They long for cousins, aunts and uncles, yearn for familiar custoins and 
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traditions, and experience a sense of alienation in the strange country and amidst a 
new set of customs. At the passing of their first Christmas, Margareta writes, 
"Today Cl~istinas is being celebrated in Russia. We thought nluch of last year and 
especially of our people, and I think that tiley in turn thought much of us also."6 At 
Eastertime, her sister An~la writes: "Mary and I have painted some eggs ... We 
revived old memories, and were homesick. I do not know very well why, but I am 
homesick very oftei~."~ 

No where in the two diaries do Margareta or Anna declare explicit anger or 
resentment about the ~nigration and the losses that it imposed on them. However, 
there were obviously some woinen who did. At one point Anna refers to a woinan 
who blanled her husband for coining to North America and who threatened to 
return to Russia with the cl~ildren.~ 

English literature scholar Helen Buss of the University of Calgary has studied 
numerous diaries of woinen pioneers in eighteenth and nineteenth century Canada. 
She describes the use of displacement in these diaries as a way that woinen give 
vent to darker and unacceptable  feeling^.^ According to Buss, the use of displace- 
ment-projecting one's feelings and experiences onto others-allows woinen dia- 
rists a way of uttering the unutterable. If we apply this analysis to Anna Jansen's 
reference to the blaming woman, Anna inay in fact be articulating her own feelings 
of wrath - feelings that were possibly too frightening to acknowledge privately, let 
alone speak. After all, how could she entertain serious regrets when her father was 
so passionately co~nnlitted to the migration? 

There are other suggestions in these accounts that wonlen inay have been 
unhappy about the decision to migrate. Elsewhere in her diary, Anna Jansen men- 
tions how difficult it was for her illother to leave the beautiful town of Weslinke, a 
community where the Jansens had lived in P i~~ss ia  for a time before einbarlcing for 
North Ainerica.'O Anna is also very explicit about the feelings she holds regarding 
her father's involvement with the migration. She was deeply troubled that migra- 
tion-related business consuined so nluch of his energy, worsened his fragile health, 
and took hiin away froill hoine frequently for long periods of time. In her diary she 
voices a lurking fear that the work will take her father's life. 

What we learn about the migration, fso~n the perspective of these woinen, is not 
so much the reasons for leaving as we learn that that the inigration often illeant 
separation froin loved ones and that in this sense, the migration was a painful 
experience that sonle regretted. Along with the supposed gains of religious free- 
doin and new econo~nic opportunities, the loss of family and coininunity was very 
real. 

Death 

A secoild iillportant theil-~e in the accounts of these immigrant and pioneer 
woinen is death. Death was a frequent visitor in the homes of all these women; each 
one relates the account of the untiinely and premature death of a faillily member. 
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Helena Penner writes about the death of three of her siblings -Margaret, Abraln 
and Sarall-of diptheria within days of each other. She describes this as her par- 
ents' lnost difficult hour, "the worst calamity of their married life"" Susanna Banlnan 
mentions the deaths of her 2 1 -month-old daughter Martha, as well as two husbands 
(the first died in the flu epidemic of 1918, the second of a tractor-train crash), and a 
younger sister. Anlla Jamen writes about the unexpected death of her 25-year-old 
sister Margareta. 

As these woinen write about the deaths of their loved ones, the striking differ- 
ence between the memoir accounts and the diaries becomes apparent. The memoir 
writers convey very little of the pain that these deaths represent. Pait of this is no 
doubt related to the issue of time; a memoir written 50 years after a death will convey 
mn~lch less elnotional intensity than a dialy. But part of this is no doubt also related 
to the issue of audience and what is acceptable for woinen to share publicly. Since 
ineinoirs are intended for an audience, and since free expressions of grief have not 
been acceptable within inany Mennonite circles, these writers divulge very little 
about the anguish of losing a family member. 

Helena Penner, for example, mentions the pain that her parents experienced on 
the death of their three children, but doesn't nlention anything about her own grief 
over losing three siblings. One senses that she is using displacenlent to reveal her 
own privately-held Feelings. But perhaps, even nlore than that, she is exhibiting a 
kind of stoic denial that was - and perhaps still is - colninon alnong Mennonites, 
when she says, "There is nothing lilce work and the sense of duty to heal sores lilce 
that."" 

Susanna Banlnan says a bit inore about losing her little Martha when she writes, 
"we lnissed her dreadfi~lly."" But she also rationalizes the death by saying her 
daughter was "lucky to die in cl~ildl~ood."~4 She is probably alluding to the very 
tough times that her family experienced later on, and her gratitude that her daughter 
didn't have to live through those. 

It is in the diary of Anna Jansen that we receive a window into the depth of 
despair caused by sister Margareta's sudden death in January 1875. Anna was 
devastated by her beloved sister's death. Her diary is the place where she pours 
our her grief. Anna's references to Margareta and the pain of her absence appear 
not just in the weeks following her death, but over the lnonths and the years. She 
visited Margareta's grave, cormnelnorated her birthday and death anniversary, and 
made over one of Margareta's dresses for herself. The first Christmas after 
Margareta's death, she wrote: 

Today I baked chocolate cookies. Last year Margaretha baked these 
cookies for the last time. Who would have thought at that time that there 
would be such a change? I am bound to remember Margaretha frequently. 
I Itnow very well what treasure I have lost with the loss of my beloved 
older sister. I wish I could talk to her once again, because I feel very 
lonely . . .I5 
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Death was very much a part of the lives of the immigrants. Perhaps because of 
its frequency we may sense that the immigrants experienced less grief and accepted 
death more easily than we might. Certainly, if we take the memoirs and their refer- 
ences to death at face value, that hypothesis would be borne out. Rather, given the 
significant difference between Anna Jansen's diary and the nlelnoirs of the other 
women, I would suggest that the experience of sorrow was every bit as intense, but 
the expression of that sorrow, or at least its reconstruction in the memoir, needed to 
remain private. For whatever reason - and this would make a fascinating study - 
public expressions of loss were greatly tempered. 

Whether the i~mnigrants experienced more premature deaths in the early years 
in Canada than they had in Russia is not known to me. Perhaps not. But without 
doubt these family tragedies compounded the other struggles that accompanied 
resettlement in North America. 

Gender 

A third theme in these diaries and autobiographies is gender. There is much in 
these writings about the gendered relationships of the 1870s immigrants and their 
descendants. Scholar Helen Buss claims that one of the myths about the Canadian 
West is that it was a place where women could "escape gender binds and share 
equally in the adventure, work, and benefits of the settlement experience."I6 The 
West has been seen as a great equalizer of women and men. Yet Buss's studies 
shatter that myth quite convincingly. While women were thrown into circu~nstances 
which demanded tremendous adaptation and resourcefulness on their part, and 
while they certainly worked equally with men, if not more so, equality in their 
personal lives was not one of the benefits." 

Buss's analysis is certainly borne out in the life-writing of these four Mennonite 
women. That they worked very hard there can be no doubt. Their writings are full 
of references to the long hours - Margareta and Anna Jansen rose well before dawn 
to light the fire, prepare breakfast, begin baking and cooking for the day. On one 
occasion Margareta baked thirty-three pies in one day. Doing the laundry was a 
several days' job that included grinding potatoes for starch, boiling gallons of 
water over wood fire, scrubbing all clothing and linens by hand and hanging them 
outdoors regardless of the season. The Jansen sisters' work was mostly the work of 
the household; during their father's and brother Peter's long absences, they also 
fed the animals, cleaned the stables, and attended to tasks generally reserved for 
the men. 

The writings of Margareta and Anna reveal that, despite the way they shared 
equally in the labour of the household, they did not participate equally at other 
levels. It was their brother Peter, the future Nebraska state senator and Margareta's 
junior, who accompanied their father on his forays to seek out land and to attend to 
migration-related business. It was he who helped make decisions about where the 
Jansen family would settle and how they would begin the sheep-raising ventures. 



Evidently both Margareta and Anna did not thillk too much of their brother; in their 
diaries he is portrayed as a stubborn, rebellious and inco~isiderate young man. It is 
possible that their feelings toward Peter ste~nnied from envy they may have felt 
about the special privileges he received. 

Another relationship that reveals something of the gendered world in which 
Margareta and Anna lived was their relationship with their father. Their father, 
Cornelius Jansen, figures very prominently in both diaries; there are Illany fewer 
references to their mother, and lllost of them speak of her ill health. (I began to 
wonder if Mrs. Jansen suffered froin post-migration depression.) The younger sis- 
ter Anna chided herself when she slept in and father was the one to rekindle the fire 
and get his own breakfast. I S  She also organized her workday to meet his needs. On 
26 October 1875 she wrote: "Aunt and I had a big wash day, because we had not 
washed for a whole week. . We prefer to do the big work like washing when Father 
is not at home, because he does not like to be inside all by himself when everybody 
else is ou t~ ide . " '~  Both Margareta and Anna were very distressed when other 
brothers and sisters made their father angry. The father's influence and control 
over the family was very significant. 

Susana Banman's memoir also is quite revealing with regard to the gendered life 
of the period in question. Unlike the Jansen sisters whose work was liiostly "wom- 
en's" work or "indoor" work, Susana did "men's" work fro~ll an early age. She 
hauled water, chopped wood, herded the cattle, helped build a stove, and stooked 
grain at harvest time. About this last task, she writes; "Hard work for a girl to do," 
though she adds proudly, "I was very good at fonlling these ~ t o o k s . ' ' ~ ~  

Obviously, Susana's early life experience prepared her well, for very soon after 
her first marriage, her husband became quite disabled, so that she had to care for 
him, her two young daughters, and work away from 110111e to earn an income. She 
also built her own new house. After the death of a second husband, she took over 
the orga~lization of the fann work, and after a third marriage, she again put her 
building skills to use. 

I helped Johan to build our home. That was not easy for me to be 
hammering boards all day. . . . I nailed the outside boards or siding. My 
husband went into the house once and I was wondering what he was 
doing. After a while [ I ] went to find out. He was checking how often 
I had missed the 2 X 4s. I told him point blank I too knew that a board 
would not stay in place if the nail was not in the 2 X 4. I never saw him 
checlcing up on my nailing after this. I told him it was not the first time 
I was using a hammer!" 

Perhaps even more significant than this incident, in attesting to the gendered 
world that she lived in, is the reality that Susana, as a single mother, simply could 
not succeed econo~nically on her own. About managing the fann and running a 
household of 14, she wrote; "For three years I did this after my [second] husband 
died but I got so played out that I just had to give up. We never made enough to 
pay all the debts no matter how hard I worked . . ."'"Although she is not very 
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explicit on the i s s ~ ~ e  of remarriage, one gathers that this econoinic reality was the 
nlain reason behind her decision to re-many a second and third time. 

What else can we learn about gender through these immigrant woinen? It 
seelns fairly clear fsom the various accounts that wornen shared equally in the taslc 
of passing on the faith to the children. In some families, it seems that wonlen toolc 
the priinasy responsibility for the spiritual n~uture of children. 

In the Jansen family, Father Cornelius Jansen was obviously the main caretalter 
of the family's spiritual welfare; he often led devotions in the family home, reading 
scripture, tracts, or even Tlze Martyrs ' Mirl.01.. But both daughters, Margareta and 
Anna, were regular Sunday school teachers during the years that they lived in 
Mount Pleasant, Iowa. (Sunday school would have been an A~nerican innovation 
unknown to them in Russia or even Ontario.) Anna played the harmonium at the 
African Ainerican worship service on Sunday afternoons. The sisters also took it 
upon themselves to ensure that their younger siblings got to ch~irch. 

In Helena Penner's fanlily, it was Mrs. Penner who was the custodian of the 
faith. The Penners tended to live on the edges of the Mennonite reserves, and 
therefore finther fsonl the centre of organized church life. Before a cl~urch was 
established in Gretna, Mrs. Penner regularly gathered her family and anyone else 
who happened to be around, read sermons to them and led then1 in singing hylnns. 
According to daughter Helena, the sennons were quite incomprehensible, "but 
Mother was a good reader and it was nice to hear her read any kind of story." '3 

Also, according to Helena, it was these inolnents which ensured that she and her 
siblings didn't grow up "little l~eatllen. ' '~~ 

Susana Banlnan writes very little about teaching the faith to her children. But, 
given that her first husband was severely disabled for years, and that she also lived 
as a young widow for Inany years, she must have shared the Bible stories and 
verses that she leanled as a child. She did inalte make a point of taking her daugh- 
ters to the Sonl~nerfelder church, even though this meant pushing her husband's 
wheelchair a quarter mile over rough country road.25 

It is clear that the woinen immigrants of the 1870s saw the spiritual nustuse of 
children as an important task given to them. Religious teaching of the young was 
not just for men. However, it is also clear that Mennonite churches in this particular 
era (and for some churches the era has not ended), did not allow wonlen to use their 
gifts and abilities in church, except perhaps in teaching Sunday school. They were 
not even allowed to participate in decision lnalcing within the church context. In this 
whole area of passing on the faith, wolnen shared fully in the task of religious 
teaching, but they did not share the benefit of equality within the church. 

An examination of these life-writings through the lens of gender analysis con- 
firms Helen Buss's conclusion: wolnen laboured hard and long, alongside fathers, 
brothers, husbands to build a new home in North America and to pass on the faith 
to young children. Yet, as Buss has noted, they did not share equally in the benefits 
of that partnership, either at home or in the church. 
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Community 

A final theme apparent in these writings is that of co~mnunity. Royden Loewen 
identifies the centrality of co~n~nunity in his exalnination of Mennonite women's 
diaries. Their task is that of "replicating the social networlts;" in other words, 
rebuilding the co~n~nunity that they have left behind.'6 

The writings of these wonlen confil~n this. In some ways, I have already made 
reference to this by describing the loneliness and homesickness of the Jansen 
sisters. The absence of conlnlu~lity as they knew it in Russia is what made life in the 
new land so difficult. Writing and receiving letters was an i~nportant way of reliev- 
ing the pain of separation. So was the anticipation that "dear ones" left behind 
would join the Jansens soon in America. When relatives of the Jansens arrived in 
1875 and the years following, references to loneliness and homesickness lessened. 

This theme comes tlxougl~ clearly also in the writings of Susanna Banman. In 
describing her home village of Altbergthal, it was i~nportant for Susanna to list all 
the residents of the village and where they lived in relation to one another. It was 
the people who made Altbergthal home. 

The diaries and the ~nenloirs of the four wolnen are filled with wonderfill exam- 
ples of how the women were at the centre of building comn~nunity. They cooked and 
balted for others, always nlalcing sure that there was plenty of food available for 
unexpected company, of which there was a great deal. They tended to the sick and 
assisted at the bil-ths of children. They made preparation for weddings and funerals. 
They visited back and forth a great deal. 

Helena Penner of Gretna included some delightful stories about her mother's 
gift for extending hospitality as her way of building co~lmunity. During the one 
winter the fanlily lived in Winnipeg, Mrs. Penner made their home available to fellow 
Mennonites conling in fsonl the East Reserve to do business in the city. Helena 
writes: 

That winter. . . . my mother perfonned a heroic task. Froin Michaelmas 
(23rd of November) till Eastestiine, about five months, she turned far 
more than ten 100 Ib. bags of flour-I forget the exact nuinber of bags, 
but it was an awful lot and a good deal inore than 10 bags-she made 
bread and buns out of that. To feed her own family, of course, but largely 
to feed the multitude. She sent word abroad that anyone coming to the 
city who could not find shelter or found it too expensive to stay in a 
rooming house, or simply wanted to be with friends, everyone, as long 
as she had room, could sleep at her place. She could not give then1 
bedding, they had to bring their quilts or blankets and roll up on them 
and sleep on the floor, but that was infinitely nlore coinfortable than 
sleeping in the open. She said that soineti~nes they lay, packed like 
sardines, on the kitchen floor and she could hardly get breakfast ready, 
she had so little place to work in. And to every one of these Inen she 
would give a hot breakfast-just bread and butter and coffee or buns and 
coffee, and as much as they wanted. At least they would stast out in the 
morning full of good hot food." 
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Helena also describes how, when the family lived out on the prairie, her mother 
nlade it a point of burning candles in all the windows of the house on stonny winter 
nights, so as "to guide lost wayfarers to ~helter."'~ On several occasions, Helena 
relnelnbers that lives were saved as a result. Mrs. Penner was also ltnown for 
handing out food to any "tramp" who might collie begging. Extending hospitality 
was an important way that wolnen built con~rnu~lity in the new land. 

For these ilnnligrant women, the existence of coin~nunity or lack thereof was a 
significant factor in tellns of their acceptance of their new life in North America. 
Adjustment was harder for those women, like the Jansens, who were in tile van- 
guard of the movement, that is, who came alone, rather than with a large group of 
kinfolk. Those who moved more or less en nlasse brought their comnlunity with 
t l~em. '~ But co~ntnunity was not just something present or absent; community was 
also solnething to be built. And as we have already seen, wolnen were at the centre 
of that process. 

Conclusion 

There are many other themes one could explore in a Inore in-depth examination 
of the diaries and lnelnoirs of these wonlen of the 1874 migration -class, marriage, 
food, the role of the church, the various theologies represented. But that will have 
to be another assignment. What we have learned from Margareta and Anna Jansen, 
Helena Penner and Susana Banlnan deepens our understanding of a particular 
people and a particular movement. These insights include the following: 1 )  the 
migration separated wolnen from their loved ones in Russia and as such it was a 
painful period of separation; 2) death, and the taboo against a full expression of 
grief, seems to have conlpounded the difficulties of adjustment; 3) despite the new 
opportunities which the frontier afforded women, gender roles remained clearly 
defined; 4) coin~nunity, either as created in the new world, or replicated from the old, 
was a cn~cially in~portant feature in these women's lives. 

For these women imnigrants, it seems that migration and resettlenlent was a 
"mixed bag" of gains and losses. The traditional historiography has interpreted the 
lnigration as gain - as an escape from oppression into freedom. The writings of 
these wolnen do not refute that idea. Nevertheless, it is evident that in their eyes, 
the migration involved significant losses. What helped to ease the pain of those 
losses was the security of the community. 

Notes 

' Gustav E. Reimer and G.R. Gaeddert, Exiled b?, tile Czar: Corrieliiis Jor~seri arid the Grent 
h.leririoriite A.ligrntiori, 1874 (Newton, K S :  Mennonite Publication Office, 3956). 




